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Abstract   This paper reports on customized language parsing technique for information retrieval at 

sentence level. As linguistic preprocess, customized language parsing is more essential for sentence re-

trieval than documents. Starting from natural language, it aims to extract query intention from topics and 

analyze relevant information within sentences. Some sentence retrieval models and query expansion 

strategies have been applied on the basis of the linguistic parsing results. Experiments conducted on 

TREC novelty track test data show that sentence retrieval with customized language parsing rank top 

among previously published results. It indicates that customized language parsing is more effective for 

sentence retrieval. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Sentence retrieval aims to find on-topic sen-

tences given a topic and document set. It is an es-

sential step for question answering, text summari-

zation and novelty detection. Sentence retrieval 

was first formally introduced as a required com-

ponent in TREC novelty track [1] in the year of 

2002. The track was designed to locate relevant 

sentences, and further filter reduplicate informa-

tion from chronologically ordered relevant sen-

tences. Any relevant sentence that does not contain 

new information should be discarded. This paper 

only emphasizes the first two stages: linguistic 

parsing technique and sentence retrieval. 

With the development of TREC novelty track, 

sentence retrieval received increasingly attention. 

There have been 26 research groups participating 

in novelty track in the last three years. Previous 

works tend to apply some promising text-oriented 

techniques in sentences. M. Zhang et al. [2,3], 

Christof Monz et al. [4] and Leah S. et al. [5] ex-

tended document-based information retrieval ap-

proaches. Hong Qi et al. [6] detected relevant in-

formation using multi-document extractive sum-

marizer. Srikanth K. et al. [7] and Ganesh R. et al. 

[8] also turn sentence retrieval into summarization. 

Ryosuke Ohgaya et al. [9] made use of informa-

tion filtering framework. Jian Sun et al. [10] and 

Taoufiq D. et al. [11] treated relevant retrieval as 

text categorization, which categorized sentences 

into relevant or not. John M. et al. [12] tried hid-
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den Markov model, in which relevance and irrele-

vance are viewed as the possible state of a sen-

tence. Due to the limitation of sentence level de-

tection, almost all systems have to make query or 

term expansion. Some prior ontological knowl-

edge, such as WordNet [3,8,10,13,14], synonym 

dictionary [2], conceptual fuzzy sets [9], term 

similarity tree [15] are very popular with expan-

sion. In addition, term frequency, co-occurrence 

[3], document frequency and other statistical in-

formation proved to be more helpful. The hybrid 

of prior knowledge and local statistics are more 

informative.  As for novelty detection measure, 

researchers often brought up self-defined novelty 

score based on various metrics, such as inverse 

document frequency [15], similarity comparison 

with previous sentences [15], maximum margin 

relevance [10, 16] and word overlapping [2,10]. 

Sentence retrieval is fine-tuned passage re-

trieval. It is more difficult than traditional docu-

ment retrieval. A document contains dozens of 

terms and some keywords would occur frequently. 

However, the average number of substantial words 

in a sentence is less than five.  In addition, the 

term frequency tends to be one within a single 

sentence. Hence, much work should be done to 

extract extensive linguistic knowledge from such 

few words. Meanwhile, the queries for retrieval 

should be generated from topics written in natural 

language. The linguistic parsing result is the basis 

of query generation, sentence retrieval and novelty 

detection. On one hand, natural language parsing 

becomes the indispensable preprocess, on the 

other hand, the complete and general processing 

on natural language is more complex, ineffective 

and time-consuming. In conclusion, an intermedi-

ate language parsing technique should be custom-

ized for sentence retrieval. 

Natural language processing (NLP) technique, 

such as stemming, part-of-speech and query 

analysis was almost applied in all text-mining 

systems. To the best of our knowledge, however, 

researchers only make use of some basic tools for 

general languages and pay much attention on re-

trieval model. Less work has been done on lan-

guage parsing customized for some applications 

with limited domain and special aims. The sur-

prising result that we found is that language pars-

ing customized for sentence retrieval is more ef-

fective than retrieval modeling. Specifically, a 

simple vector space model with customized lan-

guage parsing could achieve the most competitive 

performance on all available data set.  

In this paper, we explore the technique that 

was employed in our novelty system NOOVEL, 

which was developed for TREC 2004 novelty 

track. The focus is the customized language pars-

ing on the first required stage. The content is or-

ganized as follows: In Section 2, we review 

NOOVEL architecture.  Section 3 details the 

processes of customized language parsing. The 

next section explores the approaches for sentence 

retrieval. Section 5 presents supervised and unsu-

pervised experiments on data set of TREC2002, 

TREC2003 and TREC2004. Comparing with the 

previous best system, we investigate the contribu-

tion of customized language parsing to sentence 

retrieval. Query expansion is further surveyed in 

the retrieval experiments. We give our conclusions 

in Section 6 by summarizing our works. 
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2 NOOVEL ARCHITECTURE AND CUSTOM-

IZED LANGUAGE PARSING 

NOOVEL system is the experimental plat-

form for sentence retrieval and novelty detection. 

It includes four sequential processes: customized 

language parsing on documents and topics, docu-

ment retrieval, sentence relevance and novelty de-

tection. The architecture is given in Figure 1.  

Customized language parsing is a required com-

ponent and independent of relevance retrieval and 

new detection. It extracts query from topics and 

parses the given sentences. The intermediate lin-

guistic results are more valuable for the subse-

quent processes. Customized language parsing 

provides the input source for document and sen-

tence retrieval, while relevant sentences are the 

scope for novelty detection.  

 

Fig. 1. Noovel System Architecture 

3 CUSTOMIZED LANGUAGE PARSING TECH-

NIQUE 

Customized language parsing includes the 

sequent processes: sentence boundary detection, 

tokenization, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, mor-

phological analysis, stop list removal, query gen-

eration, and feature selection. This section only 

focused on the improvement and customization on 

previous works with the following issues. 

3.1 Morphological Analysis 
Document oriented application often make 

use of fine-grained stemming on different word 

forms. However, this is far from the requirement 

for sentence level analysis. For instance, “com-

puters” and “computing” would be both stemmed 

as “comput” using Porter [17] stemming tool, 

which was popular with information processing. 

The result ignored the difference between two 

words. Although it is acceptable for document re-

trieval, it would affect sentence retrieval and 

greatly reduce the performance of novelty detec-

tion.  

Hence, we apply morphologi-

cal analysis instead of stemming. 

Based on WordNet codes, a pow-

erful morphological analyzer was 

built on rules and exception list. It 

could extract the base of various 

word forms, such as noun plural, 

verb past tense and passive, adjec-

tive and adverb comparative. 

3.2 Stop List Removal 
Three strategies are intro-

duced in stop list removal.  

Firstly, any words in the topic title are re-

served as possible keywords. 

Secondly, noun, verb, adjective and adverb 

are reserved, and others are viewed as removal list. 

Besides, the numeric expression occurred in the 

Document set 
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 To be relevant, a document contains any opinion of the 

family, the public, the police, the judicial or even those of 

the news reporter as to the reason for the dragging. Also 

relevant is the ongoing investigation into the crime, the 

suspects, the juror selection, and the trial results regarding 

the dragging death of James Byrd, Jr.  Documents that 

reflect only on the incident without elaboration are not 

relevant.  

topic field was also important. Take exemplifica-

tion with the topic N56 in TREC 2004 novelty 

track, the number in “Woodstock 99 music festival 

reunion in Rome, NY” emphasized the festival 

year.  Such numbers could not be filtered out. 

Finally, reserved words would be excluded if 

they were included in the stop word list.  

3.3 Query Generation 
Query is generated from the topics that ex-

pressed the user’s requirement with natural lan-

guages. Query generated decides whether returned 

results are appropriate to the users. It affects the 

performance of sentence retrieval and novelty de-

tection.  As for novelty track, the query content is 

generated from TREC topic fields such as title, 

description and narrative.  

In query generation, tokens in topic after stop 

list removal could be categorized into query words 

and supplementary words. Query words express 

the user’s inherent query, while supplementary 

words have no any explicit relationship with query. 

As demonstrated in Figure 2, supplementary 

words are in italic font and other words are normal. 

In the process of generating query, supplementary 

words are discarded and only query words are re-

served. In NOOVEL system, hundreds of supple-

mentary words are collected from all TREC topics. 

The generated queries are further divided into 

positive and negative by its tendency. Here, nega-

tive query is assumed to be a sentence including 

negative words like “irrelevant” and “not”. Other-

wise, it is positive. In the figure 2, the underlined 

sentence is negative query. It is assumed that a 

single sentence only has one tendency. In other 

word, both positive and negative query would not 

be expressed within one sentence.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Fig. 2. Segment in TREC topic N53 

Therefore, the topic in Fig.2 generates the 

positive query including word set {family, public, 

police, judicial, drag, investigation, crime, suspect, 

juror, selection, trial, results, death, James Byrd Jr.} 

and the negative query including the set {incident, 

elaboration}. 

3.4 Feature Selection 
In order to reduce noise, we further take fea-

ture selection on all reserved terms after stop list 

removal. 

Feature selection is performed with χ2 (Chi) 

statistics, mutual information (MI) and hybrid. 

Given a topic, the corresponding documents are 

considered as relevance while documents in all 

other topics are irrelevant. Empirically threshold 

in χ2 statistics is set with 3.841 and MI threshold 

is 0.1. The results of hybrid are intersection be-

tween feature set ofχ2 statistics and that of MI.   

NOOVEL takes the hybrid approach in fea-

ture selection. 

 

After customized language parsing, sentences 

in topics and documents are converted to se-

quences of term ID. The intermediate data in XML 
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<SENTENCE>He/PRP will/MD also/RB seek/VB 

the/DT general/NN 's/POS extradition/NN to/TO 

Spain/NNP ./.  </SENTENCE> 

<SENTENCE_Query>seek/VB general/NN extradi-

tion/NN spain/NNP </SENTENCE_Query> 

<SENTENCE_QueryID>24358/NN 28581/NN 

63288/VB 66983/NNP</SENTENCE_QueryID> 

∑
∧∈

=
dqt

tqtd wwdqsim ,, *),(

format is shown in the following figure. It could 

be directly used for document retrieval, sentence 

retrieval and novelty detection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Segment in the intermediate data set 

4 SENTENCE    RETRIEVAL MODELS 

Sentences are treated as a mini-document in 

NOOVEL. Besides the traditional document re-

trieval algorithm, some extra technique was ap-

plied in retrieving relevant sentences. Based on the 

linguistic results from customized language pars-

ing, we have tried three sentence retrieval models: 

vector space model (VSM), probabilistic model 

and statistical language model.  

4.1 VSM and Query Expansion (QE) 
In the standard VSM, query and sentences are 

represented with a vector. Each term is weighted 

with log(tf+1)* log(N/df+1.0), where tf is term 

frequency in a sentence and df is the sentence fre-

quency. Traditionally, relevance or similarity is 

estimated with the inner product: 

As for vector normalization, we have tried 

cosine, length, and pivoted document length nor-

malization [18].   

As described above, the information in a sin-

gle sentence is very limited. Therefore, three query 

expansion strategies are introduced: 

pseudo-relevance feedback, WordNet and local 

co-occurrence.  

In pseudo-relevance feedback QE, sentences 

whose similarity with query ranked top 5% were 

treated as “relevance”. They are added to extend 

the original query as positive feedback.  

WordNet is used to extend a term with those 

words that co-occurs both in its synset/synonym 

and the given documents. For example, given 

“leg” in the query, the hyponym word “body” 

would be added if “body” is also appeared in the 

relevant documents.  We have tried sentence 

similarity computation using WordNet in TREC 

2003 [19].  

Local co-occurrence expansion extends a 

query term with those highly co-occurred words in 

the same sentences. From 25 documents relevant 

to the topic “partial birth abortion ban”, we could 

get some local co-occurrence terms in the Table 1. 

Table 1. Sample list with local co-occurrence expansion  

 

4.2 Probabilistic Model  
We extend the probabilistic model used in 

OKAPI [20] system to sentence retrieval. It esti-

mates the similarity between query q and sentence 

d with the following formulas: 

 (1) 

Wi Wj 
Co-occurrence Prob. 

p(Wi | Wj) 

partial court 0.166667 

partial supreme 0.119048 

supreme court 0.107143 

birth procedure 0.083333 
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∑
∧∈

=
dqt

tqtd Wwdqsim ,, *),(

And in NOOVEL system, the parameters are set as: 

k1=1.2 , k2=1000, b=0.75 

4.3 Statistical Language Model 
In statistical language model [21], similarity 

between a sentence S and topic T is computed by 

the logarithm of conditional probability within 

language distribution model. The formula is:  

However, SLM is not applicable at sentence 

level since the corpus size is too small to get a re-

liable language probability. We eventually dis-

carded the approach in the official runs. 

5 EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 

Three groups of experiments were conducted 

on NOOVEL. The first group was designed to 

compare with previous works. It aims to testify the 

contribution of customized language parsing to 

sentence retrieval. The second further investigated 

query expansion strategies on the basis of standard 

VSM. The last discussed supervised sentence re-

trieval. 

5.1 Metrics  
Both sentence retrieval and new detection are 

evaluated with standard precision, recall and F 

measure. It is well accepted in TREC novelty 

track.  

The performance on a given topic are esti-

mated with: 

 

For all given topics, the synthetic perform-

ance is given with average performance. Specifi-

cally, they are formulated with:  

N

Recall(i)
N

1i 
∑

= =AverR   

N

i)Precision(
N

1i A
∑

= =verP  

N

F(i)
N

1i A
∑

= =verF  

Where N = # topics 

(5) 

As for TREC novelty track, the final per-

formance of sentence retrieval is evaluated with 

average relevant F measure on 50 topics. 

5.2 Contribution of Customized Language 
Parsing  

Novelty detection is a complicated system. 

Generally, what may affect the results are linguis-

tic analysis, sentence retrieval, document retrieval, 

novelty detection modeling and even some other 

trivial tricks. As described above, customized lan-

guage parsing is an essential linguistic preproc-

essing mechanism in NOOVEL architecture.  

However, how to estimate its contribution to the 

final performance among so many diverse factors?  

Relevant retrieved sentences are more related 
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avr_Wd is the average sentence length; ft  is the 
number of sentences which term t occurs, and  
fx,t=term t frequency in either query q or sentence 
d. 

(2) 

where D is the document what S belongs to;  λ is 
the smoothing argument between sentence and 
document.  

(3) 

answers #
matched  results # Recall=  

submitted  results #
matched  results#  Precision=  

2

2

PrecisionRecall

)1(PrecisionRecall

β
β

×+
+××=F  

 where weighting parameter β value is set with 1. 

(4) 

)]|()1()|([ln)|(ln),( DwpSwpSQPSQSim
Qw

λλ −+== ∑
∈
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to retrieval model and linguistic parsing, while the 

performance of novelty detection depends more on 

relevant results. Therefore, we only take sentence 

retrieval into account to investigate the contribu-

tion of customized language parsing. 

As for sentence retrieval model, we use a 

standard vector space model without any more 

process. A sentence is judged as relevance if its 

cosine value with topic vector is over than a cer-

tain threshold θ.  For simplicity, θis set to be 

0.0. Two experiments were conducted on TREC 

2002 and 2003 data set. At the same time, we took 

the best run published in the corresponding track 

as comparison. Table 1 and Table 2 give the per-

formance comparison with the best run respec-

tively.  The Run ID column indicates the run id, 

where NOOVEL indicates the run submitted by 

NOOVEL system based on customized language 

parsing. 

Table 2. Performance Comparison of sentence retrieval on 
TREC 2002 

RunID AverP AverR AverF 

NOOVEL 0.19 0.68 0.257 

Thunv1 0.23 0.34 0.235 

 

Thunv1 [2] ranks top in Novelty 2002 track. 

It focused expansion-based technologies. It incor-

porated dynamic results selection and tried four 

weighting strategies into the official result. 

Table 3. Performance Comparison of sentence retrieval on 
TREC 2003 

 

THUIRnv0315 integrated pseudo feedback, 

short and long query, and topic-oriented clustering 

approach. It achieved the best performance among 

submitted runs. 

Compared with the best runs, NOOVEL have 

not taken any expansion or other further technique 

except standard VSM with customized language 

parsing on given topics and sentences. The sen-

tence retrieval model is very preliminary and far 

from previous fine-tuned systems. However, the 

simplest retrieval model with customized language 

parsing achieved better than all previous systems. 

It indicated that customized language parsing 

greatly improved the performance of sentence re-

trieval. 

With the similar strategies, NOOVEL system 

further participated in TREC 2004 novelty track. 

Table 3 gives our official run ICTOKAPIOVLP 

using probability retrieval model. It ranks 5th, and 

it is slightly less than the best run UIowa04Nov11, 

which involved named entity, word sense, and sta-

tistical similarity schemes [22].  

Table 4. Performance Comparison of sentence retrieval on TREC 
2004 

 

Based on the relevant sentences returned in 

ICTOKAPIOVLP, new sentences are detected 

with word overlapping measure. The performance 

on novelty detection is given in Table 5. The nov-

elty average F-measure of ICTOKAPIOVLP ranks 

top among all submitted runs.  

Table 5. Performance of novelty detection on TREC 2004 

RunID AverP AverR AverF 

NOOVEL 0.59 0.79 0.614 

THUIRnv0315 0.62 0.67 0.564 

RunID AverP AverR AverF 

ICTOKAPIOVLP 0.32 0.73 0.415 

UIowa04Nov11 0.31 0.82 0.420 
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From the experiments on the last three years 

of novelty track, it can be concluded that custom-

ized language parsing is more effective for sen-

tence retrieval than retrieval modeling. At sentence 

level, linguistic preprocessing becomes the bottle-

neck of retrieval and novelty.   

5.3 Survey on Query Expansion  
On TREC 2003 test data, NOOVEL have 

tried three query expansion strategies described in 

section 4. 1. The average F measure of sentence 

retrieval is shown in Figure 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Performance Comparison with Various Query Expan-
sion  (Here, PrevBest: previous best result. VSM: standard 
VSM; +WordNet: VSM with WordNet expansion; +PSEU: 
VSM with pseudo-relevance feedback expansion; +LCE: 
VSM with local co-occurrence expansion) 

From the figure, it was found that WordNet 

expansion could be nearly ignored. It does not 

perform well in sentence retrieval. However, 

pseudo-relevance feedback expansion could im-

prove F-measure by 0.19. Significantly, VSM with 

local co-occurrence expansion could achieve 

0.643 on F measure. It proves that LCE is most 

promising in sentence retrieval.  

5.4 Supervised Sentence Retrieval 
Compared with unsupervised retrieval, su-

pervised sentence retrieval is given a part of rele-

vant results.  NOOVEL employed known results 

to make further feature selection, train the weight-

ing parameters and adjust the selected results 

count.  In Task 3 of TREC novelty track, the par-

ticipants are provided with results in the first five 

documents. Table 6 presents our two official runs 

using OKAPI and VSM. 

Table 6. Supervised Sentence Retrieval on TREC 2004 Task 3 

RunID AverP AverR AverF 
ICT3OKAPIOLP 0.37 0.76 0.464 

ICT3VSMOLP 0.37 0.76 0.464 

 Both of them ranked top among all of 40 

runs with 0.464 on average F-measure. Individu-

ally, they achieved the best performance among 

22% topics. Compared with unsupervised sentence 

retrieval, the performance of supervised retrieval 

improves by 11.81%. It shows that supervised 

learning on some effective feedback do much well 

to sentence retrieval. 

CONCLUSION 

We have presented our work of language 

parsing technique customized for sentence re-

trieval. Linguistic parsing on topics and docu-

ments is an essential preprocessing in the whole 

architecture of novelty detection. It becomes the 

bottleneck for sentence retrieval and the final per-

formance. Although few efforts have been made 

on modeling to find relevant and new information, 

using customized language parsing we achieved 

the best performance among all systems on the last 

three years of TREC novelty track. This may be 

the case because customized language parsing is 

more decisive than retrieval modeling at sentence 

level.  

RunID AverP AverR AverF 

ICTOKAPIOVLP 0.17 0.57 0.239 

0.56

0.58

0.6

0.62

0.64

PrevBest VSM +WordNet +PSEU +LCE

Average F
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We also introduce some query expansion 

strategies in sentence retrieval. Pseudo-relevance 

feedback and local co-occurrence expansion is 

proved to be more effective.  
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